Information about
Germany

Information
Germany is a parliamentary democracy with 82.6 million inhabitants (in 2018)
Capital is Berlin and is located in the east of Germany
Member of the European Union
Germany is a federation that consists of 16 states (Länder)
Germany enjoys a moderate climate with average tempratures between 3 and 20 degrees per
month in 2019
North RhineNorth Rhine-Westphalia is one of the 16 states and is located in the east of Germany
Westphalia
It counts the most citizens of the 16 states
North Rhine-Westphalia borders to the countries of Belgium and Netherlands
Capital is Düsseldorf
Was known as the land of coal and steel and was in the post-World War II years one of the most
important industrial regions in Europe
Brilon
Brilon is a city in the east of North Rhine-Westphalia
Counts 26,000 citizens
Worth visiting is the historic city and the region Sauerland
Euro is the legal tender since January 1, 2002
Currency
Contact person
To BTS Bahntechnik Sachsen e.V.: Anne Dombrowe
Tel.: +49351497615909
E-Mail: anne.dombrowe@bts-sachsen.de
Local guest houses and accomodations
Accomodations
Entering and leaving Entering Germany: Citizens of Schengen countries can cross the internal borders of all member
Germany
states
without passport checks. The Schengen visa entitles the holder to visits of up to 90 days every 6
months in the entire Schengen area.
Leaving Germany: The following restricions apply when leaving for a non-EU Country: you must
declare any goods that are subject to authorisations or bans like protected animals, plants or
products
Paderborn-Lippstadt Airport at Flughafenstraße 33, 33142 Büren
Transport
Approach via motorway A33 or A44 (Autobahn)
Useful telephone
'110' for emergencies requiring the police
numbers
'112' for fire and medical assistance emergencies
'116 117' for non-emergency medical (doctor on call)
For lost or stolen credit cards:
American Express: (069) 97 97 10 00
Diner’s Club: (05921) 86 12 34
EC and Bank Cards: (069) 74 09 87
MasterCard: (069) 79 33 19 10
VISA: (0800) 81 49 100
'0049 (0) 29 61 - 96 99 0' Official Tourist Information Center Brilon
Hospital in Brilon:
Klinik Brilon-Wald: +49 (2961) 981-0
Städtisches Krankenhaus Maria-Hilf Brilon: +49 (2961) 7800
Use of mobile phones For phone users covered by European Union roaming regulations no additional costs arise
(incl. Internet)
If not covered by the regulation and the stay is longer than a week or a mobile phone is needed,
we suggest a Prepaid Plan
Prepaid Plans are available in phone shops as well as in supermarkets, gas stations or kiosks
Different plans exist and can be selected to meet the needs (Unlimited phone calls, only internet,
unlimited internet etc.)
Books, booklets,
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/pdf-downloads-e-paper (General facts about
leaflets worth reading Germany)

Map of North Rhine-Westphalia

Map of Brilon

Useful web pages

Useful information

https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en (General facts about Germany)
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en (Federal Foreign Office)
https://www.tourismus-brilon-olsberg.de/service/stadtplan/ (Interactive city map of Brilon, only in
German)
-
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Information
Germany is a parliamentary democracy with 82.6 million inhabitants (in 2018)
Capital is Berlin and is located in the east of Germany
Member of the European Union
Germany is a federation that consists of 16 states (Länder)
Germany enjoys a moderate climate with average tempratures between 3 and 20 degrees per
month in 2019
Saxony
Free State of Saxony (Freistaat Sachsen) is one of the 16 states and is located in the east of
Germany
Capital is Dresden, largest city is Leipzig
Saxony borders to the countries of Poland and Czech Republic
Chemnitz
Chemnitz is roughly located in the center of Saxony
It is the 3rd largest city of Saxony and counts 246.000 inhabitants (2020)
Chemnitz is known for its machinery and plant engineering
Sights are the Karl-Marx-Monument, several castles, and the industrial museum
Euro is the legal tender since January 1, 2002
Currency
Contact person
To BTS Bahntechnik Sachsen e.V.: Anne Dombrowe
Tel.: +49351497615909
E-Mail: anne.dombrowe@bts-sachsen.de
Accomodations of the university
Accomodations
Other long-term accomodations can be booked at booking.com
Entering and leaving Entering Germany: Citizens of Schengen countries can cross the internal borders of all
Germany
member states
without passport checks. The Schengen visa entitles the holder to visits of up to 90 days every
6 months in the entire Schengen area.
Leaving Germany: The following restricions apply when leaving for a non-EU Country: you
must declare any goods that are subject to authorisations or bans like protected animals, plants
or products
If you are carrying funds of 10,000 Euro you must also declare them
Dresden International Airport is located at Flughafenstraße, 01109 Dresden
Transport
Approach via A4 (Autobahn)
Useful telephone
'110' for emergencies requiring the police
numbers
'112' for fire and medical assistance emergencies
'116 117' for non-emergency medical (doctor on call)
For lost or stolen credit cards:
American Express: (069) 97 97 10 00
Diner’s Club: (05921) 86 12 34
EC and Bank Cards: (069) 74 09 87
MasterCard: (069) 79 33 19 10
VISA: (0800) 81 49 100
'+49 (0) 371 690-680 ' Official Tourist Information Center Chemnitz
Hospitals in Chemnitz:
CELENUS Klinik Carolabad: +49 371 8142-0
DRK Krankenhaus Chemnitz-Rabenstein: +49 371 832 0
Klinikum Chemnitz: +49 371 333-0
Poliklinik Chemnitz: +49 371 23 87 19-11
Zeisigwaldkliniken Bethanien Chemnitz: +49 371 430-0

Map of Saxony

Use of mobile phones For phone users covered by European Union roaming regulations no additional costs arise
(incl. Internet)
If not covered by the regulation and the stay is longer than a week or a mobile phone is
needed, we suggest a Prepaid Plan
Prepaid Plans are available in phone shops as well as in supermarkets, gas stations or kiosks
Different plans exist and can be selected to meet the needs (Unlimited phone calls, only
internet, unlimited internet etc.)
Books, booklets,
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/pdf-downloads-e-paper (General facts about
leaflets worth reading Germany)
Useful web pages
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en (General facts about Germany)
https://www.chemnitz.de/chemnitz/en/index.itl (official web page of Chemnitz)
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en (Federal Foreign Office)
https://www.unser-stadtplan.de/stadtplan/chemnitz/kartenstartpunkt/stadtplan-chemnitz.map
(Interactive city map of Chemnitz, only in German)
Useful information

Map of Chemnitz
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Information
Germany is a parliamentary democracy with 82.6 million inhabitants (in 2018)
Capital is Berlin and is located in the east of Germany
Member of the European Union
Germany is a federation that consists of 16 states (Länder)
Germany enjoys a moderate climate with average tempratures between 3 and 20 degrees
per month in 2019
Saxony
Free State of Saxony (Freistaat Sachsen) is one of the 16 states and is located in the east of
Germany
Capital is Dresden, largest city is Leipzig
Saxony borders to the countries of Poland and Czech Republic
Dresden
Dresden is roughly located in the center of Saxony
2nd (12th) largest city of Saxony (Germany) with 557.098 inhabitants (2019)
Dresden is the hub of Silicon Saxony (300 companies in the microelectronics and related
sectors)
Directly linked to European transport network by the federal expressway, its airport,
trainstations and Elbe River port
Famous sights are Frauenkirche, Zwinger, Semperoper and Residenzschloss
Euro is the legal tender since January 1, 2002
Currency
Contact person
To BTS Bahntechnik Sachsen e.V.: Anne Dombrowe
Tel.: +49351497615909
E-Mail: anne.dombrowe@bts-sachsen.de
Accomodations of the universities
Accomodations
Other long-term accomodations can be booked at booking.com
Entering and leaving Entering Germany: Citizens of Schengen countries can cross the internal borders of all
Germany
member states
without passport checks. The Schengen visa entitles the holder to visits of up to 90 days
every 6 months in the entire Schengen area.
Leaving Germany: The following restricions apply when leaving for a non-EU Country: you
must declare any goods that are subject to authorisations or bans like protected animals,
plants or products
If you are carrying funds of 10,000 Euro you must also declare them
Dresden International Airport is located at Flughafenstraße, 01109 Dresden
Transport
Approach via A4 (Autobahn)
Useful telephone
'110' for emergencies requiring the police
numbers
'112' for fire and medical assistance emergencies
'116 117' for non-emergency medical (doctor on call)
For lost or stolen credit cards:
American Express: (069) 97 97 10 00
Diner’s Club: (05921) 86 12 34
EC and Bank Cards: (069) 74 09 87
MasterCard: (069) 79 33 19 10
VISA: (0800) 81 49 100
'+49 351 501 501' Official Tourist Information Center Dresden
Hospitals in Dresden:
University hospital: 0351-4580
Friedrichstadt hospital: 0351-4800
Neustadt hospital: 0351-8560
St. Joseph-Stift hospital: 0351-44400
St.-Marien hospital: 0351-88320
Diakonissen hospital: 0351-8100

Map of Saxony

Use of mobile
phones (incl.
Internet)

For phone users covered by European Union roaming regulations no additional costs arise
If not covered by the regulation and the stay is longer than a week or a mobile phone is
needed, we suggest a Prepaid Plan
Prepaid Plans are available in phone shops as well as in supermarkets, gas stations or kiosks
Different plans exist and can be selected to meet the needs (Unlimited phone calls, only
internet, unlimited internet etc.)
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/pdf-downloads-e-paper
(General facts about
Books, booklets,
Germany)
leaflets worth reading https://www.dresden.de/media/pdf/statistik/Faktum-2018-2019-engl.pdf (General facts about
Dresden)
Useful web pages
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en (General facts about Germany)
https://www.dresden.de/en/tourism/tourism.php (official web page of Dresden)
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en (Federal Foreign Office)
https://stadtplan.dresden.de/?TH=&noRedir=true&lang=en (Interactive city map of Dresden)
Useful information

Map of Dresden
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Information
Germany is a parliamentary democracy with 82.6 million inhabitants (in 2018)
Capital is Berlin and is located in the east of Germany
Member of the European Union
Germany is a federation that consists of 16 states (Länder)
Germany enjoys a moderate climate with average tempratures between 3 and 20
degrees per month in 2019
Saxony
Free State of Saxony (Freistaat Sachsen) is one of the 16 states and is located in
the east of Germany
Capital is Dresden, largest city is Leipzig
Saxony borders to the countries of Poland and Czech Republic
Freiberg
Counts 41,000 citizens
Site for the proposed UNESCO World Heritage Site known as the Ore Mountain
Mining Region
Is known for its mining and smelting industries and restructured into a high
technology site in the fields of semiconductor manufacture and solar technology as a
Euro is the legal tender since January 1, 2002
Currency
Contact person
To BTS Bahntechnik Sachsen e.V.: Anne Dombrowe
Tel.: +49351497615909
E-Mail: anne.dombrowe@bts-sachsen.de
Accomodations of the university
Accomodations
Other long-term accomodations can be booked at booking.com
Entering and leaving Entering Germany: Citizens of Schengen countries can cross the internal borders of
Germany
all member states
without passport checks. The Schengen visa entitles the holder to visits of up to 90
days every 6 months in the entire Schengen area.
Leaving Germany: The following restricions apply when leaving for a non-EU
Country: you must declare any goods that are subject to authorisations or bans like
protectedInternational
animals, plants
or products
Dresden
Airport
is located at Flughafenstraße, 01109 Dresden
Transport
Approach via A4 (Autobahn)
Useful telephone
'110' for emergencies requiring the police
numbers
'112' for fire and medical assistance emergencies
'116 117' for non-emergency medical (doctor on call)
For lost or stolen credit cards:
American Express: (069) 97 97 10 00
Diner’s Club: (05921) 86 12 34
EC and Bank Cards: (069) 74 09 87
MasterCard: (069) 79 33 19 10
VISA: (0800) 81 49 100
'+49 351 501 501' Official Tourist Information Center Dresden
Hospital in Freiberg:
Freiberg:
+49 3731
77-0roaming regulations no additional costs
ForKreiskrankenhaus
phone users covered
by European
Union

Map of Saxony

Use of mobile
phones (incl.
Internet)

arise
If not covered by the regulation and the stay is longer than a week or a mobile phone
is needed, we suggest a Prepaid Plan
Prepaid Plans are available in phone shops as well as in supermarkets, gas stations
or kiosks
Different plans exist and can be selected to meet the needs (Unlimited phone calls,
Books, booklets,
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/pdf-downloads-e-paper (General
leaflets worth reading facts about Germany)

Map of Freiberg

Useful web pages

Useful information

https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en (General facts about Germany)
https://www.freiberg.de/ (official web page of Freiberg, only in German)
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en (Federal Foreign Office)
https://www.unser-stadtplan.de/stadtplan/freiberg-sachsen/kartenstartpunkt/stadtplanfreiberg-sachsen.map (Interactive city map of Freiberg, only in German)
-
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Information
Germany is a parliamentary democracy with 82.6 million inhabitants (in 2018)
Capital is Berlin and is located in the east of Germany
Member of the European Union
Germany is a federation that consists of 16 states (Länder)
Germany enjoys a moderate climate with average tempratures between 3 and 20
degrees per month in 2019
Saxony
Free State of Saxony (Freistaat Sachsen) is one of the 16 states and is located in
the east of Germany
Capital is Dresden, largest city is Leipzig
Saxony borders to the countries of Poland and Czech Republic
Großröhrsdorf
(only 22km)
Counts 7,000 citizens
Sights are the two museums and the area West Lusatia
Was known for its ribbon weaving
Euro is the legal tender since January 1, 2002
Currency
Contact person
To BTS Bahntechnik Sachsen e.V.: Anne Dombrowe
Tel.: +49351497615909
E-Mail: anne.dombrowe@bts-sachsen.de
Local guest houses and accomodations
Accomodations
Entering and leaving Entering Germany: Citizens of Schengen countries can cross the internal borders of
Germany
all member states
without passport checks. The Schengen visa entitles the holder to visits of up to 90
days every 6 months in the entire Schengen area.
Leaving Germany: The following restricions apply when leaving for a non-EU
Country: you must declare any goods that are subject to authorisations or bans like
protectedInternational
animals, plants
or products
Dresden
Airport
is located at Flughafenstraße, 01109 Dresden
Transport
Approach via A4 (Autobahn)
Useful telephone
'110' for emergencies requiring the police
numbers
'112' for fire and medical assistance emergencies
'116 117' for non-emergency medical (doctor on call)
For lost or stolen credit cards:
American Express: (069) 97 97 10 00
Diner’s Club: (05921) 86 12 34
EC and Bank Cards: (069) 74 09 87
MasterCard: (069) 79 33 19 10
VISA: (0800) 81 49 100
'+49 351 501 501' Official Tourist Information Center Dresden
Hospitals in Dresden:
University hospital: 0351-4580
Friedrichstadt hospital: 0351-4800
Neustadt hospital: 0351-8560
St. Joseph-Stift hospital: 0351-44400
St.-Marien hospital: 0351-88320
ForDiakonissen
phone usershospital:
covered0351-8100
by European Union roaming regulations no additional
Use of mobile
costs arise
phones (incl.
If not covered by the regulation and the stay is longer than a week or a mobile
Internet)
phone is needed, we suggest a Prepaid Plan
Prepaid Plans are available in phone shops as well as in supermarkets, gas stations
or kiosks
Different plans exist and can be selected to meet the needs (Unlimited phone calls,

Map of Saxony

Map of Großröhrsdorf

https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/pdf-downloads-e-paper (General
Books, booklets,
facts about Germany)
leaflets worth reading https://www.dresden.de/media/pdf/statistik/Faktum-2018-2019-engl.pdf (General
facts about Dresden)
Useful web pages
https://www.dresden.de/en/tourism/tourism.php (official web page of Dresden)
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en (Federal Foreign Office)
https://stadtplan.dresden.de/?TH=&noRedir=true&lang=en (Interactive city map of
Dresden)
Useful information
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Information
Germany is a parliamentary democracy with 82.6 million inhabitants (in 2018)
Capital is Berlin and is located in the east of Germany
Member of the European Union
Germany is a federation that consists of 16 states (Länder)
Germany enjoys a moderate climate with average tempratures between 3 and 20 degrees per
month in 2019
Saxony
Free State of Saxony (Freistaat Sachsen) is one of the 16 states and is located in the east of
Germany
Capital is Dresden, largest city is Leipzig
Saxony borders to the countries of Poland and Czech Republic
Leipzig
Leipzig is located in the north west of Saxony
Largest city of Saxony with 560,000 inhabitants (2020)
Sights are the Monument to the Battle of the Nations, several churches, the zoo and the
museum of town history
Leipzig is known for its fairs, i.e.Leipzig Book Fair
Euro is the legal tender since January 1, 2002
Currency
Contact person
To BTS Bahntechnik Sachsen e.V.: Anne Dombrowe
Tel.: +49351497615909
E-Mail: anne.dombrowe@bts-sachsen.de
Accomodations of the universities
Accomodations
Other long-term accomodations can be booked at booking.com
Entering and leaving Entering Germany: Citizens of Schengen countries can cross the internal borders of all member
Germany
states
without passport checks. The Schengen visa entitles the holder to visits of up to 90 days every 6
months in the entire Schengen area.
Leaving Germany: The following restricions apply when leaving for a non-EU Country: you must
declare any goods that are subject to authorisations or bans like protected animals, plants or
products
Leipzig/Halle
airport is located at Terminalring 11, 04435 Schkeuditz
Transport
Approach via motorways A9, A14 or A2
Useful telephone
'110' for emergencies requiring the police
numbers
'112' for fire and medical assistance emergencies
'116 117' for non-emergency medical (doctor on call)
For lost or stolen credit cards:
American Express: (069) 97 97 10 00
Diner’s Club: (05921) 86 12 34
EC and Bank Cards: (069) 74 09 87
MasterCard: (069) 79 33 19 10
VISA: (0800) 81 49 100
'+49 341 7104-260 ' Official Tourist Information Center Leipzig
Hospitals in Leipzig:
Ambulantes Therapiezentrum Leipzig: +49 341 589 88-0
Evangelisches Diakonissenkrankenhaus Leipzig: +49 341 444-4
Helios Park-Klinikum Leipzig: +49 341 864-0
Herzzentrum Leipzig: +49 341 865-0
Klinik am Rosental: +49 341 561159 3
Klinikum St. Georg: +49 341 909-0
MEDIAN Ambulantes Gesundheitszentrum Leipzig: +49 341 2580-600
St. Elisabeth-Krankenhaus Leipzig: +49 341 3959-0
Universitätsklinikum Leipzig: +49 341 97 109

Map of Saxony

Use of mobile
phones (incl.
Internet)

For phone users covered by European Union roaming regulations no additional costs arise
If not covered by the regulation and the stay is longer than a week or a mobile phone is needed,
we suggest a Prepaid Plan
Prepaid Plans are available in phone shops as well as in supermarkets, gas stations or kiosks
Different plans exist and can be selected to meet the needs (Unlimited phone calls, only internet,
unlimited internet etc.)
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/pdf-downloads-e-paper (General facts about
Books, booklets,
leaflets worth reading Germany)
Useful web pages
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en (General facts about Germany)
https://english.leipzig.de/ (web page of Leipzig)
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en (Federal Foreign Office)
https://www.leipzig.de/stadtplan/ (Interactive city map of Leipzig, only in German)
Useful information

Map of Leipzig (http://www.orangesmile.com/common/img_city_maps/leipzig-map-0.jpg)
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Information
Germany is a parliamentary democracy with 82.6 million inhabitants (in 2018)
Capital is Berlin and is located in the east of Germany
Member of the European Union
Germany is a federation that consists of 16 states (Länder)
Germany enjoys a moderate climate with average tempratures between 3 and 20
degrees per month in 2019
Saxony
Free State of Saxony (Freistaat Sachsen) is one of the 16 states and is located in
the east of Germany
Capital is Dresden, largest city is Leipzig
Saxony borders to the countries of Poland and Czech Republic
Wilthen
Wilthen is a small city in the east of Saxony
Counts 5,000 citizens
Close to the Czech Republik
Is known for its brandies, the distillery can be visited
Euro is the legal tender since January 1, 2002
Currency
Contact person
To BTS Bahntechnik Sachsen e.V.: Anne Dombrowe
Tel.: +49351497615909
E-Mail: anne.dombrowe@bts-sachsen.de
Local guest houses and accomodations
Accomodations
Entering and leaving Entering Germany: Citizens of Schengen countries can cross the internal borders
Germany
of all member states
without passport checks. The Schengen visa entitles the holder to visits of up to 90
days every 6 months in the entire Schengen area.
Leaving Germany: The following restricions apply when leaving for a non-EU
Country: you must declare any goods that are subject to authorisations or bans like
protected
animals, plants
or products
Dresden International
Airport
is located at Flughafenstraße, 01109 Dresden
Transport
Approach via A4 (Autobahn)
Useful telephone
'110' for emergencies requiring the police
numbers
'112' for fire and medical assistance emergencies
'116 117' for non-emergency medical (doctor on call)
For lost or stolen credit cards:
American Express: (069) 97 97 10 00
Diner’s Club: (05921) 86 12 34
EC and Bank Cards: (069) 74 09 87
MasterCard: (069) 79 33 19 10
VISA: (0800) 81 49 100
'03592 / 38 54 16' Official Tourist Information Center Wilthen
Hospital in Bautzen (close to Wilthen):
Krankenhaus
+49 3951
363 2455no additional
ForOberlausitz-Kliniken,
phone users covered
by EuropeanBautzen:
Union roaming
regulations
Use of mobile phones costs arise
(incl. Internet)
If not covered by the regulation and the stay is longer than a week or a mobile
phone is needed, we suggest a Prepaid Plan
Prepaid Plans are available in phone shops as well as in supermarkets, gas
stations or kiosks
Different plans exist and can be selected to meet the needs (Unlimited phone calls,
Books, booklets,
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/pdf-downloads-e-paper (General
leaflets worth reading facts about Germany)
Useful web pages
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en (General facts about Germany)
https://www.wilthen.de/start.html (official web page of Wilthen)
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en (Federal Foreign Office)
https://www.map-one.eu/Wilthen/ (Interactive city map of Wilthen, only in German)
Useful information

Map of Saxony

Map of Wilthen (https://www.map-one.eu/Wilthen/)

